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Abstract
Date fruit (Phoenix dactylifera L.) is a major desert crop and is an integral part of the United Arab
Emirates. This study is on the various aspects of dietary fiber of ten Emirati date varieties. The main
objective of this dissertation is to analyze the content and composition of mature date fruits and to
study their microstructure. The aspects of biomineralization with particular importance to silica
phytoliths and lignification are also studied. Finally, the date fruit dietary composition and
microstructure are related to the textural attributes of the fruit. Uppsala method of dietary fiber
analysis (AOAC 994.13) is used to analyze the dietary fiber content and composition, along with Fourier
transforms infrared spectroscopy. Light and scanning electron microscopic (SEM) methods are used to
study the fruit microstructure, depositions of phytoliths (plant silica), and calcium oxalate crystals.
Lignification and silicification pattern in various fruit tissues are observed by staining techniques and
SEM. Finally, the date fruit fiber content and microstructure are correlated with date fruit texture. The
total dietary fiber content in the date fruits analyzed is in the range of 5.2%–8.3%. Lignin is the major
determinant of dietary fiber content in dates. Softer fruits contained lower levels of lignin, whereas
increased lignin content was observed in harder fruit varieties. The light and SEM work revealed the
heterogeneity and complexity in the silica phytoliths and the lignified structures in date fruits. Apart
from their independent existence in the fruit tissue, a small proportion of lignin and silica seemed to
co-exist as partners in the spiral coils of the tracheid phytoliths. Lignin, arabinoxylan, galactomannan,
and pectin were found to correlate significantly with fruit hardness.
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